Agilities are combinations of your work skills and interests. Use them to work more effectively in your career. The ability for judging and estimating helps people work more effectively in their careers by making accurate estimations of resources, time, and effort needed to accomplish goals. People who are good at judging and estimating use critical and analytical thinking to evaluate the quality and value of products, services, materials, supplies, physical and social conditions, and people. Individuals with these abilities can capably forecast material needs and conditions to make effective decisions.

Tell employers the value of your agility for estimation, accurate decision-making, & analytical thinking by using these key words:

- Accuracy
- Critical Thinking
- Evaluate
- Perceptive

Cover letter phrases to describe the judging and estimating agility:
- “I look forward to using my skills for judging and estimating – including my ability to think analytically to evaluate the most efficient work on a project – to support the company’s mission and productivity goals.”
- “Good judgment means making accurate estimations, even under pressure, and I am confident I can bring that kind of perceptive, quality-focused analysis to all the decisions our team will make.”

Your next steps for judging and estimating:

Use and grow your agility in everyday life:
- Predict the outcome of a TV show or news article
- Help a friend make an important choice
- Advise your team on how much time is needed for a project
- Determine quality resources to complete tasks

Join the Agilities community and take action today:
- Visit agilities.org for career explorer tools to navigate today’s job-market challenges
- Complete your Career Statement
- Create or update your resumé highlighting your top Agilities using our resumé templates